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1.This behavior plan, the appraisal and the verification suitable curriculum, rest on this school 
organization regulations 14th seventh section, and this school curriculum plans the committee to 
establish the means third stipulation, the establishment “the mathematical education research 
institute curriculum plans the committee” (to hereafter refer to as originally meets).  

2. Originally meets the duties to be as follows: 
 (1) plans the definitive text development guidelines and the characteristic, the curriculum goal and 

the basic core competencies target. 
(2) plans the definitive text curriculum start principle, the plan specialized compulsory and the 

optional subjects.  
(3) appraisal curriculum (component), joining and aptness of the school grades number 

assignment.  
(4) is coordinated this institute teacher to teach the subject and the teaching time. systematization 

and standardization  
(5) promotion teaching profession.  
(6) carries out this institute curriculum to comment the related matters concerned. 
(7) considers other to concern the matters concerned with the curriculum.  
3. this by this institute manager for certainly committee member, and is president and the 

conference convener, in addition will set at committee member certain people, by this institute 
all specially appointed teacher, the part-time teacher, extracurricular committee member, the 
alumnus will represent one person, the field to represent person and the student represents two 
people to hold the post of it. Committee member from every year August 1 tenure in office one 
year, including chooses the reappointment. 

4. originally the meeting should have all committee member attendance of the majority, the side 
holds a meeting; The resolution item should take attend voting committee member agreement 
of the majority as a principle, and after attending committee member signs, reports the 
courtyard (school) to handle.  

5. originally meets each semester to hold the conference second grade at least time, and regards by 
president needs to hold the conference non-periodically. Committee member leaves on official 
business, does not ask for leave the gram attending, do not by other personnel act, but may the 
written expression opinion, and puts to discuss; Committee member the gram attending has not 
gone through the asking for leave formalities, regards with the forfeit. 

6. this will regard the actual need, the invitation will be related the personnel to attend a meeting 
as a non-voting delegate the report or showing.  

7. this main point after office affairs conference, after reporting chief checked implements, when 
revision also with.  

 


